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Abstract 

 

Portraits at the Crossroad 

 

Mi-Hee Nahm, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Bradley Petersen 

 

This report is a description of my artistic practice and a recollection of ideas and 

influences behind my work.  My studio practice has been a cathartic tool that I employ in 

order to relieve the tension and confusion that comes from living as a foreigner in 

America.  In order to deal with my longing for intimacy and the lack of control in my life, 

I create small-scale paintings of my friends from Korea that are currently living in 

America.  Even though the paintings have subtle differences from each other, they all 

follow the two rules I set for myself in order to enhance the sense of intimacy and 

control.  These rules include precision to the source materials and maintaining smooth 

surfaces by applying many thin layers of paint.  Through painfully close observation of 

subject matter I attempt to create a sense of intimacy in my work on small surfaces as 

well as to address the uncertainty of the future through my controlled process of working. 
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I create quiet paintings and drawings that evoke a sense of intimacy and control 

that I lack in my personal life.  Following the tradition of eastern and western portraiture, 

my paintings not only portray an accurate likeness of the models but also a hidden, inner 

drama that exists within myself.  By using models as vessels to express myself, my work 

speaks of longing for home, confusion of my identity and uncertainty of the future.  My 

painting process is also a cathartic experience that brings me a sense of intimacy and 

peace.  

I moved to America from South Korea about 11 years ago to further my 

education.  Even though I spent my adult life in America, my permanent home remained 

in Korea with my family.  Home, for me, brought up memories of an apartment in front 

of a mountain where I grew up.  That was where my old bed, desk, books and piano were 

waiting quietly for my return.  It was a place I thought I would live permanently while 

being surrounded by the people, objects, weather and food that made me feel at home.  

Living away from home and family in a foreign land fostered a deep longing for affection 

and closeness in me.   

In addition to living as an alien in the United States for 11 years, I am 

approaching the end of my student visa.  Now I am facing a decision of whether to go 

back to my home in Korea or to stay in America and find my own home.  Uncertainty 

and a lack of control over my future bring about a desire for control.  Through painfully 

close observation of familiar subject matter I attempt to create a sense of intimacy in my 

work as well as to address the uncertainty of the future through my meticulous process of 

working. 

About a year ago, I have started making a series of portraits of Korean females in 

their late 20's living in America.  Our shared experiences allow me to perceive them as 

vessels through which to portray myself.  Their stories of adjusting to America – life with 
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misunderstanding, uncertain future, confusion of identity and isolation – are also my 

story of living in America.  I ask my Korean friends to be my models because painting 

people whom I know personally enhances a sense of comfort and affection. 

Keeping with the idea of using the models as vessels, the paintings are stripped of 

any personal information of the models.  Although I leave their outfits and posture 

untouched, I control their expression, hand gestures, lighting, environment and props in 

the photo-shoot to create source images.  Their personal characteristics are hiding 

underneath their expressionless faces and body language like a secret.  As the series 

progresses, I am loosening these restrictions by subtly revealing small traces of a smile.  

Rather than a smile cultivated through social norms, it is more like a smile of a person 

holding a secret. 

The background also starts to change.  In the beginning the viewers can only see a 

bare background.  Slight shadows hint at the compact space the model is situated within.  

As the series progresses, more space is introduced in between the model and the 

background and faint suggestions of home are depicted in the paintings, such as a light 

switch, table and mirror.  Although elements of a domestic setting can take away the 

iconic presence of the model found in the earlier paintings, it makes them feel as if they 

are engaged in a conversation with me rather than merely posing for me.  I hope to depict 

them in a moment of “openness” where we can share our life stories and be able to laugh 

and cry about them together.  After all, the painting process for me is cathartic.  All the 

feelings I can’t control in my life are manifested through my painting. 

The intimacy and control I search for in the photo-shoots with familiar subject 

matter can also be found in my painting process through adherence to two sets of rules.  

First, the paintings should be precise to the source images.  This discipline of imitating 

what I see allows me to gain a sense of intimacy, control and confidence that I lack as a 
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foreigner.  Second, the paintings should have a smooth surface achieved through many 

thin layers.  Working in layers can be slow, but it can help to conceal errors and allows 

me to continue to adjust the colors, values and lines in pursuit of perfection. 

This idea of being precise to source material became the goal of my art practice 

since the beginning when I started taking drawing classes as a high school student.  Life 

as a young foreign student in a public high school started out with constant frustration.  

No matter what I did, I stood out due to my skin color, language and odd behavior that 

didn’t quite seem fit.  I was busy imitating the American people and culture that 

surrounded me in hopes that I might soon fit in.  Unfortunately, the end result didn’t 

bring me any peace, but when I learned how to create realistic drawings and paintings, 

the confidence and tranquility that I had been lacking came to me.  As with imitating 

American ways, realistic drawing required time, discipline and effort.  The care that went 

into creating something the way I saw it not only empowered me but also resulted in 

something I had been lacking: intimacy and control.  The close familiarity and friendship 

I lost from the move to America was found within my art.  The studio I was working 

from became a private, cozy atmosphere rather than a tense, foreign land.  This 

grounding force within my studio practice has continued even now. 

All of the paintings from this series are from photographs I took.  Working from a 

photo allows me to be as controlled as possible over the painting process by allowing me 

to spend many hours looking at my friends without burdening them.  Even though 

realistic painting is “a slice of American life or an aspect of it, unsentimentalized in any 

way”1 and thus indifferent to the feelings toward the subject matter, this can also be 

interpreted as a love of effort for painting.  Blackwell said, “if, as Susan Sontag suggests, 

a photograph is a kind of assassination, the painting [of it] is an act of love.  It creates 
                                                   
1 John L. Ward, American Realist Painting, 1945-1980 (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1989), 268. 
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intimacy for the artist and the viewers.”2  While accuracy to the source materials is 

always the first and foremost step to my painting process, I follow up by creating a set of 

guidelines to abide by throughout the course of painting in order to subtly manipulate 

light, edges, colors and compositions.  By imposing these guidelines onto the paintings, I 

gain control over my subject matter. 

I choose to work in small scale to heighten the sense of intimacy that I feel toward 

the paintings.  I have to use small brushes to be precise to the source images.  Soft 

brushes as small as 10/0 are used by way of applying thin paint as if I am making hatch 

marks on every surface of the panel.  The size of the model is in reference to the size of a 

Barbie doll.  In much the same way as I used to play with and brush the hair of my doll as 

a child while enduring time spent alone, I tend to sit alone in front of these paintings as 

an adult and paint the strands of hair of my models. 

I use oil paint on panel as my primary medium in order to follow through with 

rule number two – achieving a smooth surface through layers.  Use of a panel with its 

durability allows me to use a power sander to create a smooth surface to work.  In order 

to make a quiet painting I try to eliminate any obtrusive elements such as varying brush 

marks or canvas texture.  The process of making a smooth surface requires repetitive 

activities that I find to be meditative.  This soothing repetition enhances the comfort of 

painting familiar figures even more.  Gesso is diluted in water and applied in multiple 

coats to create a porcelain-like surface.  This type of surface permits me to use muffled, 

soft-spoken brush marks that allow various textures to subtly exist.  I am attracted to the 

forgiving nature of oil paint.  It gives ample time to move the paint around until it dries.  

Many layers can be applied, and the top layer hides the imperfections of the previous 

layer while also accentuating its positive qualities.  Every time new layers are added, I 
                                                   
2 John L. Ward, American Realist Painting, 1945-1980 (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1989), 269. 
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am able to hide the paintings’ differences from the source materials as if the models and I 

are concealing the Korean culture that is embedded in us in order to fit in.  In doing so, 

we are adding another layer to ourselves in order to better mold ourselves into the ideal 

image of the American dream that exists in our minds.  For this reason, I work in layers.  

Working first with grisaille and followed by multiple colored layers heavily diluted with 

medium, I can create an environment that is still, slow and calm. 

As the series progresses, my process is beginning to evolve and is pushing me to 

break the link between photo and painting.  The paintings, Ji-Hyun, Nasha and Sara are 

left in an achromatic color scheme (Plate 4, 5, 6).  The second, third and fourth layers 

also lack colors.  Even without colors, the interplay between pencil, paint, and the 

selective development of paintings captures the mood I want to get across.  They are still 

quiet and immobile but at the same time it also captures transient qualities of the models’ 

and my life in America. 

My portraits of Korean women living in America combine both western and 

eastern influences.  A long history of portraits exists in every culture and makes it 

inevitable that contemporary portraits will always carry around a long list of 

predecessors.  My education in art has begun in America and this leads me to be more 

familiar with western artists.  I have been studying and am inspired by western masters 

such as Van Eyck, Vermmer, Whistler and Wyeth.  Beililini’s portrait of a high ranking 

person, The Doge Leonardo Loredan, and Velazquez’s powerful portrait of Pope 

Innocent X wearing a red coat in Pope Innocent X are very iconic and resonates their 

power to the viewers.  However, I am more attracted to the portraits of anonymous 

models.  Some of the works that inspires me include Van Eycks’ portrait of a man in a 

red turban staring at the invisible artist, Vermeer’s portraits of young women wearing 

pearl earrings, miniature portrait paintings from 18th century Europe accompanied by a 
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lock of the models’ hair, and Wyeth’s numerous portraits of anonymous Helga.  It 

doesn’t matter who the models are, but viewers are invited to step into the physical space 

between the model and the artist and to be a part of the moment.  The intimacy found in 

the slight tilt of their heads, the movement of one finger and a reserved but daring gaze 

looking straight at the viewer make these paintings more powerful than the Beililini’s 

portraits of high ranking people for me. 

Other influences that I have recently begun to recognize were the Korean 

traditional portraits from the Cho-Sun Dynasty.  Confucianism gives a lot of attention to 

honoring our ancestors.  This aspect of Confucianism naturally makes portraits one of the 

main forms of art at that time.  In an essay from Korean Portrait Paintings: Encountering 

with People in History, author Hwi-Jun Ahn points out six characteristics of Cho-Sun 

Dynasty-dated portraits.  My painting practice holds similar goals to some of these 

characteristics.  First, the paintings are very realistic.  Individual beard hairs are drawn 

using a small brush.  Second, the models are portrayed honestly.  They depicts their 

models the way they see them by deliberately including moles, scars, and any other 

imperfections that exist even though they are people of high rank.  They are so precise 

that based on these portraits, contemporary dermatologists can research skin diseases.  

Third, the model is the main focus and the paintings don’t give much background 

information.3  The end result is life size or larger than life size portraits capturing 3/4 

view of a full body wearing ornate clothing that suggested their rank in society.  When 

looking at the portraits as a group, unless much attention is paid, they all look very 

similar.  Regal posture and similar facial expressions are continued one after another as if 

it is the rule when portraying these people.  None of the models are smiling, although 

their facial expressions appear to be very natural.  Their expressions are something that I 
                                                   
3 Hwi-Jun Ahn, Korean Portrait Paintings: Encountering with People in History (Seoul: Nurwa, 2007), 7. 
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seek to capture in my paintings as well.  I hope to portray my models as subtle, modest, 

honest and realistic as the portraits from the Cho-Sun Dynasty.  As I have grown up 

studying these portraits in school, their emotions, expressions and composition are 

subconsciously embedded into my thinking. 

While the influences of both cultures are not always visible, I hope viewers that 

see my paintings will get subtle impressions of both eastern and western art.  Even 

though most viewers haven’t had the experience of moving to a new country, I believe 

many people have similar experiences, such as separation from their loved ones, fitting 

into a new neighborhood, confusion over who they are and uncertainty of the future.  By 

portraying the inner drama of the models by way of their body language, hand gestures, 

and even the slight curl of their lips, I want to reflect the viewers’ inner drama as well. 

Although the end result is merely a painting, through the small-scale portraits of my 

friends, I hope that the viewers can share the sense of intimacy, peace and stillness I have 

gained through my painting practice. 
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Plate 1 
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Plate 2 
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Plate 3 
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Plate 4 
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Plate 5 
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Plate 6 
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